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Abstract: High and persistent dropout rates represent one of the biggest challenges for improving
the efficiency of the educational system, particularly in underdeveloped countries. A range of
features influence college dropouts, with some belonging to the educational field and others to
non-educational fields. Understanding the interplay of these variables to identify a student as a
potential dropout could help decision makers interpret the situation and decide what they should
do next to reduce student dropout rates based on corrective actions. This paper presents SDA-Vis,
a visualization system that supports counterfactual explanations for student dropout dynamics,
considering various academic, social, and economic variables. In contrast to conventional systems,
our approach provides information about feature-perturbed versions of a student using counterfactual
explanations. SDA-Vis comprises a set of linked views that allow users to identify variables alteration
to chance predefined students situations. This involves perturbing the variables of a dropout student
to achieve synthetic non-dropout students. SDA-Vis has been developed under the guidance and
supervision of domain experts, in line with some analytical objectives. We demonstrate the usefulness
of SDA-Vis through case studies run in collaboration with domain experts, using a real data set from
a Latin American university. The analysis reveals the effectiveness of SDA-Vis in identifying students
at risk of dropping out and proposes corrective actions, even for particular cases that have not been
shown to be at risk with the traditional tools that experts use.
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1. Introduction
Education is a crucial variable determining the level of inequality in a society, and
policymakers usually justify higher education spending as a highly effective tool for reducing income inequality [1]. However, given the low graduation rates, the existence of some
phenomena that directly affect the efficiency of the education system is evident. The deficiency of the educational system could be the result of the two phenomena of retention and
evasion. Retention is extension beyond the expected duration of the course, while evasion
is when the student drops out before the final year of an educational course in which they
have enrolled. According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), in recent years, European dropout rates were somewhere in the range between
30% and a half, while in the United States the dropout rate for undergraduate study was
40%. Among Latin American countries, Brazil’s dropout rates surpassed 54%, Costa Rica’s
50%, Colombia’s 40%, and Peru’s 38% [2]. This situation worsened with the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic, which also particularly highlighted economic inequality.
According to domain experts, the interruption of studies is a long-standing problem
and is “multi-causal and not only economic”, since it is also attributable to family, voca-
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tional, and academic demands. Research in this area has commonly focused on identifying
who [3] will leave college and when [4,5]. In general, these techniques allow the identification of the association between different patterns and student dropouts. Several studies
have considered improving the sensitivity of the predictive model by using different information such as historical academic factors [6–9], socioeconomic factors [3,10], curricular
design [11], scholarships [7], and the residence and origin of the student [10]. However,
although these studies could identify dropout patterns, they did not help decision makers
decide what they should do next in order to prevent dropouts. In this sense, it is necessary
to implement methodologies that allow the effects of different actions on a student or group
to be explored. For example, if preventing a university student’s dropping out requires
changing, e.g., the GPA on mandatory courses, the model is potentially biased.
In this context, counterfactual explanations provide alternatives for various actions
by showing feature-perturbed versions of the same instance [12,13]. The objective of
the counterfactual analysis is to answer the question: How does one obtain an alternative
or desirable prediction by altering the data just a little bit? [14]. For instance, for a dropout
student in the data set and in contrast to a machine learning model based on the real values,
counterfactual explanations provide synthetic sample recommendations for what to do to
achieve a required goal (preventing student dropout). Broadly speaking, counterfactual
explanations attempt to pass a student from the dropout space to the non-dropout space
(Figure 1) by changing some of the values of the real feature vector.

Figure 1. Example of the concept of explanation antecedents. The representation shows the decision
boundary of a classifier, where a green dot (in the dropout space of the boundary) named Org is
affected by changes (represented by the arrows), creating counterfactual instances (red dots) named
CF1, CF2, and CF3 in the non-dropout space of the boundary.

Let us illustrate this with an intuitive example with a student dropout application.
Imagine a decision maker analyzing a student’s characteristics. Unfortunately, this student is at risk
of dropping out of the university. Now, the decision maker would like to know why. Specifically, the
user would like to know what should be different for the student, to reduce the risk of dropping out.
A possible explanation might be that the student would have been a non-dropout if the student had
obtained 8.5 (0–10 scale) as a grade for mandatory courses and had reduced absenteeism (CF1–CF3).
In other words, counterfactual explanations provide “what-if” explanations of the model
output [13].
Counterfactual explanations are highly popular, as they are intuitive and user-friendly [12,15].
However, an interactive visual interface is necessary for the general public who do not
have prior knowledge of machine learning models. In this work, we present SDA-Vis, a
visualization system to support counterfactual explanations and student dropout dynamics,
considering various academic, social, and economic variables. SDA-Vis comprises a set of
linked views that provide information about feature-perturbed versions of a student or
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group of students, assisting users in the decision-making process by providing guidelines
not only for prevention but also for corrective actions.
In summary, the major contributions of this work are:
•
•

•

A counterfactual-based analysis for finding recommendations using feature-perturbed
feasible alternatives to avoid student dropouts.
A visual analytic system named SDA-Vis that supports the interactive exploration of
student characteristics and counterfactuals to support the decision-making process in
educational institutions.
A set of real-world case studies that demonstrate the usefulness and practicality of
our approach to reducing student dropout rates.

2. Related Work
Studies on student dropouts are related to different areas. This section organizes
previous studies into three major groups, in order to contextualize our approach.
2.1. Student Dropout Analysis
A common approach to analyzing student dropout is determining the importance of
features for a particular model. In this vein, a new application of data mining called educational data mining (EDM) is an interdisciplinary research area in the educational field
that uses different methods and techniques from machine learning, statistics, data mining,
and data analysis to analyze data collected during teaching and learning [16–21]. A great
deal of research on student dropout using EDM has centered on predicting student dropout
using different machine learning models such as random forest [3,6,10], neural networks [3,7],
support vector machines [3,6], deep learning [22,23], long short-term memory (LSTM) [24,25],
generative adversarial networks (SC-GAN) [26], and logistic regression [3,8,27,28]. Many of
these studies are designed to influence policy decisions and provide recommendations for
interventions to prevent student dropouts [6,8,28]. For instance, Qiu et al. [28] aimed to help
in designing better courses and improving learning effectiveness by answering the following
questions. How can students be retained on a course? How can the completion rate of a
course be estimated? Moreover, how do we evaluate the learning performance of different
students?
Another important goal of these studies is not only to predict whether students will leave
the university but also when they will leave [7,10]. Researchers have used machine learning
techniques with success, but an area that has been gaining strength is survival analysis [29,30].
In this context, survival analysis is a set of statistical methods for longitudinal data analysis,
for identifying students at risk of dropping out [9,31–33]. For instance, based on the semiparametric proportional hazard Cox model, Juajibioy et al. [32] aimed to determine the factors
that influence student dropout and to discover how long it takes for a student to drop out of
university.
As discussed above, these methods aim to explore, analyze, discuss, and predict
student dropouts by computing the importance of the characteristics of the environment
(academic, social, and economic). However, do not offer alternatives of variables alteration
to chance predefined student situation. In contrast, our approach enables the generation of
synthetic instances based on real examples, to obtain the desired output.
2.2. Counterfactual Explanation
Counterfactual explanations aim to find changes to the original values that flip the
model’s output. The literature on counterfactual explanations is extensively detailed,
according to some surveys [34–37]. Wachter et al. [12] first proposed the concept of counterfactual explanations, proposing a framework to generate counterfactual explanations based
on an optimization problem. In the same vein, Spangher et al. [38] proposed a tool that
solves an optimization problem to recover counterfactual explanations that are actionable
and globally optimal, with respect to a user-specified cost function.
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Some counterfactual explanation methods are used in combination with other methods
such as LIME and SHARP [39,40]. Furthermore, many different techniques apply feature
perturbation to lead to the desired outcome [41–44]. Another direction of counterfactual
application is counterfactual visual explanation, which is generated to explain the decision
of a deep learning system by identifying the region of the image that would need to change
to produce a specific output [45].
In addition to generating counterfactual explanations, our approach provides alternatives such as search engines and recommendation systems to reduce student dropouts using
visualization. Furthermore, the user could introduce restrictions to find feasible options.
2.3. Visual Analytic
The need for model interpretability is increasingly important in this research. On this
topic, many recent studies have been presented in various surveys [46–48]. For instance, Yuan
et al. [46] give an overview of, and opportunities for, visual learning models. On the other
hand, Hohman et al. [48] present a survey of the role of visual analytics in deep learning
research, focusing on the five “w” questions and on “how” questions (why, who, what, how,
when, and where).
There are various visual analytic tools that assist machine learning interpretation, e.g.,
VIS4ML [49], DiscriLens [50], The What-If Tool [51], explAIner [52], ExplainExplore [53],
Manifold [54], and RuleMatrix [55].
In the visual counterfactual explanations context, Gomez et al. [56] proposed ViCE, a
visual tool to generate counterfactual explanations to contextualize and evaluate model
decisions. Cheng et al. [14] proposed DECE, which supports the exploratory analysis of
model decisions by combining the strengths of counterfactual explanations at the instance
and subgroup levels.
Although many works use visualization to answer the "w" questions, there are no
tools that represent the what-if scenario in the context of student dropouts. The most
closely related tool is PerformanceVis [57], which uses visualization to analyze student
performance on a course.
3. Student Counterfactual Analysis
The core of SDA-Vis is the generation of non-dropout synthetic scenarios using counterfactuals with minor changes in the students’ features. Thus, this section details the
analytical goals, the student attributes, and the mathematical and computational foundations used in this work.
3.1. Analytical Objectives
After regular meetings with professionals in different areas involved in university
welfare, it became clear that they needed mechanisms to integrate different data types into
the dropout analysis. In particular, during these meetings, they manifested their primary
interest in a system to assist them in automatically recognizing features to guide their
preventive/corrective actions. In contrast, the tool currently used gives only descriptive
information, making it hard to analyze specific groups.
The analytical objectives of our interactive system are aimed at aiding professionals to
better understand the reasons why students drop out, while simulating possible scenarios
by setting different values for actionable features. In summary, the main objectives are
as follows:
AO1—Individual and student group characteristics analysis. Identify how the characteristics of an instance or cluster affect the risk of dropout. Identify the values distribution of
variables for dropout students.
AO2—Identify a group of students by indicators of similarity. Automatic dropout detection should provide an indicator or a set of indicators of how feasibly a dropout can be
prevented. Such indicators must support decision-making and generate new specialized
preventive actions over specific groups of students with similar features.
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AO3—Find different scenarios that lead to dropout reduction in a set of students. Accessing an analysis of different scenarios of an individual or group of instances is a fundamental need. The user could compute and examine the various options and choose the best
alternative, based on individual needs.
AO4—Customize and evaluate scenarios with feasibility and factibility metrics. Despite
the existence of multiple scenarios, the scenarios do not always match the user’s needs. In
many cases, users should guide the exploration based on their preferences/expertise, to
evaluate the scenarios based on quantitative metrics (feasibility and simplicity).
AO5—Retrieving instances based on specific queries. It could be helpful for university
policymakers to know how chance in a scenario could impact a group of students. Thus, it
is crucial to group the students based on criteria guided by the analyst’s requirements.
AO6—Compare how the scenarios could impact different groups. Education authorities
sometimes are interested in knowing whether the action for a particular group of students
could have the same effect on another group. It is necessary to evaluate the impact of a
specific intervention in a group to obtain scenarios leading to dropout reduction.
3.2. Data Set Description
We worked with features from over 11,000 students in 12 different Latin American
university undergraduate programs, from the first semester of 1999 (1999-I) to the second
semester of 2020 (2020-II). The data set was obtained by collaborating with the university
welfare and IT departments. Experts in the IT department were also responsible for
anonymizing the students’ information. Thus, we did not have access to the student’s
name, identity card number, or any sensitive information related to student identification.
Before further detailing the mathematical and computational fundamentals, we first
present the data set. The data set contained information on a student’s performance, such
as grades, attendance, and results, together with demographic features such as residence
and origin HDI (Human Development Index). We also gathered social information such as
gender, scholarship, and marital status. Table 1 summarizes all these attributes. Moreover,
Figure 2 shows the correlation matrix, from which it can be seen that there are strong
negative correlations between the IDH and Poverty_Per variables, while there are strong
positive correlations between Q_Courses_S and Q_A_Credits_S. The independent variable
(Enrolled) has a poor correlation with demographic and socioeconomic variables such as
Gender, Marital_S, O_IDH, R_IDH, and Poverty_Per variables. In contrast, the academic
variables (GPA and Q_A_Credits_S) and time retention variable (N_Semesters) show a
moderate correlation.
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Figure 2. Correlation matrix for variables presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Description of the data attributes collected from every student at the studied university.
Attribute
ID
N_Cod_Student
Gender
Age
O_IDH
O_Poverty_Per
R_IDH
R_Poverty_Per
Marital_S
School_Type
N_Reservation
Q_Courses_S
Q_A_Credits_S
Mandatory_GPA
Elective_GPA
GPA
N_Semesters
H_Ausent_S
scholarship
Enrolled

Variable
Student ID
Number of enrollments at the university
Gender of student (male/female)
Age of student (birth date)
Origin HDI
Origin percentage of poverty
Residence HDI
Residence percentage of poverty
Whether the student is married or not
School type (private or public)
Average number of reservations per semester
Number of lectures per semester.
Number of passed credits
Average GPA of the mandatory lectures
Average GPA of elective lectures
Final GPA score
Number of completed semesters
Average absence rate per semester
Whether the student has a scholarship or not
The student status (target) 1: Yes, 0: No

3.3. Counterfactual Explanation
A counterfactual explanation describes a causal situation in the “what-if ” form. Broadly
speaking, counterfactuals allow us to take action to cause a certain outcome. The action is
an alteration in the features of the model to bring about the desired target response.
Let us consider a learning model f (θ, x ) < τ, where f (·) is the decision function, θ is
the parameter vector, x is the sample, and τ is the decision threshold. A counterfactual
consists of a synthetic sample x 0 = x + a based on the action a that achieves the outcome y0 ;
thus, f (θ, x 0 ) ≥ τ. Since there are various ways to achieve the desired outcome, there can be
multiple counterfactuals. These counterfactuals should balance the sparsity, diversity, and
proximity. Sparsity is related to the number of features that need to be changed, diversity
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is the width of the range of the generated counterfactuals, and proximity relates to the
similarity between the counterfactuals and the original instance.
The basic form of counterfactual explanation was proposed by Wachter et al. [12] as
an optimization problem that minimized the distance between the counterfactual x 0 and
the original vector x:
arg min dist( x, x 0 ) subject to f ( x 0 ) = y0
(1)
x0

Converting to a differentiable, unconstrained form:
arg min max λ( f ( x 0 ) − y0 )2 + dist( x, x 0 )
x0

(2)

λ

The first term encourages the model’s output of the counterfactual to be close to the
desired output. The second term forces the counterfactual to be relative to the original
vector.
Although diversity increases the chance that at least one example will be actionable,
balancing this with the proximity (feasibility) is essential due to the large features. In this
work, we are concerned about diversity and closeness, and therefore we rely on DiCE
(Diverse Counterfactual Explanation) [13], which is a variant of the form proposed by
Wachter et al. [12].
DiCE balances the objective function incorporating terms that define Proximity and Diversity via Determinants Point Processes (or simply, DPP-Diversity). Proximity is calculated as
dist( x 0 ,x )

i
− ∑ik=1
, where dist(u, v) is a distance function between the n-dimensional vectors
k
u and v. On the other hand DPP-Diversity is the determinant of the kernel matrix, given
the counterfactuals (DPP-Diversity = det(K )). The components of the matrix K, denoted
 −1
by Ki,j , are computed in terms of the distance function by Ki,j = 1 + dist( xi0 , x 0j )
. Finally, DiCE proposes an optimization model that consists of determining k counterfactuals
{ x10 , x20 , . . . , xk0 } that minimize the objective function:

( f ( xi0 ) − yi )2
− λ1 · Proximity − λ2 · DPP-Diversity,
k
i =1
k

∑

(3)

where λ1 and λ2 are parameters associated with Proximity and DPP-Diversity, respectively.
In our context, because of the computational cost and also considering experts’ recommendations, we calculated five counterfactuals for each student (k = 5). DiCE guarantees
that the synthetic elements of the counterfactuals are balanced between Proximity and
DPP-Diversity.
To compute counterfactual antecedents, we relied on the DiCE technique. In addition
to the positive aspects detailed previously, DiCE is a robust technique capable of finding
multiple counterfactuals for any classifier. Moreover, the number and various other user
preferences can be satisfied by the counterfactuals generated by DiCE. These features influenced our choice, since the user can introduce some data preferences to the counterfactual
model. For instance, the user could limit the direction of variable values to increasing or
decreasing values, to obtain the desired classification. Another important parameter of
DiCE is the machine learning technique used to guide the student classification. For this
purpose, we evaluated three methods with different accuracies: a neural network (84%),
random forest (90%), and logistic regression (93%). Hence, we used logistic regression as a
parameter of DiCE to find all the counterfactuals.
4. SDA-Vis: Visual Design and Overview
SDA-Vis is a specific counterfactual system that helps users analyze student dropouts
based on explanations. This system allows users to identify the causes of dropouts and
generate synthetic non-dropout options that could help to mitigate any factors that might
create a dropout risk in a student.
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Aiming to address the analytical objectives described in Section 3.1, we built SDAVis by combining some dedicated views on exploring student dropout patterns based
on counterfactuals. Table 2 details the relations between the set of views (rows) and the
analytical objectives (columns). These visual resources allow the analyst to filter and
visualize the features of students and the dropout counterfactuals. In addition, SDA-Vis
relies on interactive functionalities that allow significant insights to be extracted during the
exploration process. The system’s resources, functionalities, and interaction overview were
demonstrated in the video accompanying this manuscript as Supplementary Material.
Figure 3 shows the SDA-Vis system and its components. The main resources are:
A histograms to represent the distribution of students’ characteristics, B a projection
to represent the probabilities for students based on the model threshold, C a projection
to represent the counterfactuals and their probabilities, D counterfactual exploration to
represent the synthetic values, E a table showing all real dropout students’ values, and F
a visualization of the impact of some counterfactuals on a certain group of students.
Table 2. Analytical objectives and their related visualization tools.

Feature Distribution Bars view
Student Projection view
Counterfactual Projection view
Counterfactual Exploration view
Table view
Impact view

AO1
X

AO2

AO3

AO4

AO5

AO6

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

Figure 3. SDA-Vis system: a set of linked visual resources enabling the exploration of dropout
students’ information and their counterfactual explanations. A Feature Distribution Bars view, B
Student Projection view, C Counterfactual Projection view, D Counterfactual Exploration view, E
Table view, and F Impact view.

Feature Distribution Bars view. Our first component, depicted in Figure 3 A , summarizes
the distribution of values for each feature from the predicted dropout students (AO1).
Additionally, this view enables the analyst to select a subset of features to limit its use as
the input for the remaining exploration process.
Dropout Analysis dual view. Exploring potential dropout students’ information to support decision-making is not a trivial task. Various patterns can be revealed by analyzing one
student at a time, but also by analyzing groups. A major challenge is suggesting feasible
solutions that enable educational institutions to support decision-making processes and
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reduce dropout rates. To fulfill a requirement, we propose a dual-view component to guide
our analysis, described as follows:
+

+

Student Projection (SP) view. Once the features have been selected from the first view,
potential dropout students are mapped into a 2D visual space, considering these
variables. This view aims to explore the students’ information based on certain
metrics. It is placed in the inner left region of our interface, as shown in Figure 3 B .
Additionally, this view enables the analyst to find a specific student or group of
students by using different metrics on the y-axis or to select a subset by drawing
different shapes in the design space. Analogously to traditional classification models,
we can consider this space the “dropout region”, where all students are at risk of
dropping out (AO2).
Counterfactual Projection (CP) view. One primary requirement for our work is to seek
and propose different ways to avoid student dropouts. Therefore, we compute a set of
counterfactuals for each student containing information on which attributes and values
of one or more students should be changed in order to reduce their probabilities of
becoming dropout students (AO3). Once a group of interest is selected in the SP view,
our CP view displays all of the counterfactuals associated with this selection, as shown
in Figure 3 C . Furthermore, the analyst can freely choose a set of counterfactuals to
inspect using the view described in the following subsection.

Both views may be considered complementary in this analysis. Additionally, we
provide three different ways to map the data onto the design space. The first approach uses
the probability that a student will be classified as a dropout. Figure 4 illustrates how this
approach maps the possibilities. The left region represents the SP view, and the right is the
CP view. They are divided by a line that represents the decision boundary (classification
model threshold). For our purposes, we set this boundary by default at 0.5 and use the
corresponding probability value for each student—resulting from the classification model
employed—to assign a corresponding value on the horizontal axis. As can be seen, the
SP view ranges from 0 to 0.49 (dropout students), and the CP view ranges from 0.5 to 1
(non-dropout students). For the vertical axis, the analyst can choose one of three different
metrics, i.e., Feasibility (Fe), Factibility (Fa), and Probability (Pr), calculated as follows:
Fe( x 0 )

= d ( x 0 , x ),
Fa( x 0 ) = min_d( x 0 , Z ),
Pr ( x 0 )

=

1
Prob[y0 = 1] =
0,
1 + e−y

(4)
(5)
(6)

where d is the Euclidean distance, min_d is the minimal distance between a counterfactual
(x 0 ) and original set of instances (Z), and Prob is the probability. Feasibility indicates the
Euclidean distance between the counterfactual and the original instance it is associated with.
Factibility refers to the distance between the counterfactual and the nearest non-dropout
student in the original space. Probability is defined by the model as the non-dropout
probability membership of the student. For instance, we display a student labeled as “A” in
the SP view (Figure 4) and their corresponding C1A to C5A counterfactuals in the CP view.
Our second approach makes use of the y-axis scale of the SP view, while the x-axis is defined
by the probability. We use this to offer the analyst a similarity-based data map based on
different metrics and outliers, and multiple patterns. The analyst can alternate between
different metrics on the y-axis by clicking on the combo-box buttons located at the top of
each view. For instance, Figure 3 B , C employ the probability on both axes.
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Figure 4. Representation of students and their counterfactual projections in the probability space. The
left side shows the students, while the right side shows the counterfactuals based on their probability
of belonging to the non-dropout class. The classification model gives the probability.

Counterfactual Exploration view. Once a targeted subset of counterfactuals has been identified, it is necessary to explore in detail how these are composed. Our system implements
a widget to understand clearly what the counterfactuals are saying. This view, depicted in
Figure 3 D , relies on a matrix representation comprising a set of blocks, with each block
corresponding to a student and their counterfactuals. Figure 5 shows an example of a block.
The first row (light-green background) displays the original values for each attribute. At the
same time, the line (C1–C5) represents the computed counterfactual of a student. Note that
we have included the value and highlighted (red background) the specific characteristic
that the counterfactuals suggest modifying. For instance, the counterfactual C1 suggests
supporting the student to improve the grade for Elective_GPA (GPA from elective courses)
from 11 to 13 (0–20 scale). In contrast, C4 suggests that socioeconomic variables play an
important role in avoiding dropout for a student. Therefore, C4 suggests increasing O_IDH
(origin IDH) from 76% to 81% and reducing R_Poverty_Per (residence poverty percentage)
from 6% to 1%. The students and their counterfactuals could be re-sorted based on previously calculated quantitative metrics (feasibility and factibility). This organization helps
analysts select specific counterfactuals for further analysis and investigation (AO4).

Figure 5. A block in the Counterfactual Exploration view, with the original values (row Ori) and five
corresponding counterfactuals (rows C1 to C5). Based on this block, we have five options to keep the
student in the college. For instance, in C1, it is enough to improve the elective GPA from 11 to 13 (0–20
scale) to avoid the student dropping out of the college.

Table view. This view, depicted in Figure 3 E , shows the real values of the students. Each
row corresponds to the students’ feature values. It is possible to filter interactively using the
header of each column (using ascending and descending sorting). Furthermore, suppose
the analyst needs to filter a group of students based on some conditions. In this case, it can
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be achieved by using a Filter query based on the DataFrame structure from Python’s pandas
library (AO5).
Impact view. This view gives an overview of the impact of a counterfactual on a group of
students (Figure 3 F ). Once the analysts have determined the group of students they want
to analyze, it is possible to select some counterfactuals in the Counterfactual Exploration view
and measure how these changes could influence each group. For this purpose, for a group
of students, we change the values based on the counterfactual’s suggestion, and using the
pre-trained model we compute how many of the students are no longer dropouts (AO6).
For instance, in Figure 6, for two groups (female and male), the same counterfactual has
a different impact. The gray dot shows the number of dropouts from that group, and the
arrowhead represents the number of dropouts from that group after implementation of a
counterfactual suggestion.

Figure 6. The impact view shows the impact of a counterfactual on two groups. For example, for
male (M) students, the counterfactual reduces the dropout from 150 to 80 students (avoiding 70
dropouts), while for female students, around 20 dropouts are avoided.

4.1. Visual Exploration Workflow
In this section, we showcase the cyclic workflow of SDA-Vis. Users first upload the
data set, then the students’ features and distributions are used to guide the analysis. For
this purpose, users employ the Feature Distribution Bars view A . Once the users are familiar
with the attributes, it is necessary for the analysis of potential dropout students to be
mapped onto the SP view B . Users could select a different set of students based on the
indicators (e.g., probability, factibility, and feasibility). Once a group of interest is identified
in the SP view, our CP view C displays all the counterfactuals associated with the previous
selection. Users can freely choose a set of counterfactuals to inspect. For counterfactual
inspection, the next step is to use the Counterfactual Exploration view D , which shows the
original values for each attribute. At the same time, the computed counterfactuals show
only the values that need to be modified. The students and their counterfactuals could be
re-sorted based on feasibility and factibility, to help users select specific counterfactuals
for further analysis and investigation. Finally, the users could measure how the changes
suggested by a selected counterfactual could influence some students using the Impact
view F , which shows the extent to which it could be possible to reduce the number of
dropouts. For this purpose, it is necessary to select subsets of students for which the users
can measure the impact. To choose the subsets, the users could use Table view E , applying
some filters.
If the resulting analysis does not meet the users’ needs, the users could select other
counterfactuals from the Counterfactual Exploration view or start again from the Dropout
Analysis dual view ( B , and C ) to consider a new group of students/counterfactuals and
obtain a further analysis.
4.2. Implementation Details
The implementation of the SDA-Vis system was based on the Flask web framework,
with the back end running on Python and the front end on JavaScript. The data were
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preprocessed due to the computational cost of counterfactual computation. For computing
the counterfactuals, we used the DiCE technique [13], with the implementation available
on the framework at github.com/microsoft/DiCE (accessed on 31 May 2022). To compute
the classification probability, we used different machine learning models (random forest,
logistic regression, and decision tree) from the scikit-learn Python library [58]. The data
cleaning and filtering were performed using the pandas and NumPy Python libraries.
Finally, all visualization resources were developed based on the D3.js (d3js.org (accessed
on 31 May 2022)) JavaScript library.
5. Case Studies
This section presents two case studies involving a real data set of university students’
characteristics, to assess SDA-Vis’s performance. The case studies were contrasted and
validated by domain experts to show the usefulness of our approach.
5.1. Analyzing Counterfactuals on a Specific Group of Students
In this case study, an assistant in the welfare office wanted to find patterns and alternatives to avoid dropouts in some students. To improve the readability, we will name this
assistant Expert_1. He has analyzed students before using different software, but not with
a machine-learning-based system. The task is to explore some counterfactuals and how they
could help in our scenario. Specifically, Expert_1 aims to use counterfactual explanations
to address the following questions. (i) What are the main characteristics that should be improved
to avoid dropping out of students? (ii) What role does the analyst’s expertise play?
To accomplish this analysis, Expert_1 used SDA-Vis’s visual components to select
students from one of the most populous programs, Industrial Engineering. Industrial
Engineering had about 2000 students, of which about 800 were classified as dropouts,
and therefore SDA-Vis generated 4000 counterfactuals (5 for each student). Figure 7 A
shows the Dropout Analysis dual view of the students and the counterfactuals involved in
the analysis. Based on the default presentation of these views (Student Projection view and
Counterfactual Projection view), Expert_1 redefined his analysis. He wanted to analyze
the students near the threshold line (high probability) and to determine which variables
should be improved to prevent dropouts. Using lasso selection, Expert_1 selected students
with the highest probability of becoming non-dropouts (highlighted in A1 ), expecting that
they would need fewer changes in their original values to become non-dropouts. This
selection consisted of 30 students, all predicted as dropouts. Figure 7 A2 shows around 150
counterfactuals (5 for each student). However, Expert_1 noted that the counterfactuals
are also sorted by their probabilities, and therefore his analysis focused on certain groups
based on their probabilities. Analyzing the counterfactuals, Counterfactual Exploration view
(Figure 7 B ) showed that the most relevant variables were linked to Q_A_Credits_S (96%),
Mandatory_GPA (20%), GPA (14%), Scholarship (14%), R_Poverty_Per (10%), Elective_GPA
(9%), O_HDI (9%), Q_Courses_S (7%), and so on. For instance, the first alternative for
the first student (dashed line in B1 ) was to increase the number of approved credits per
semester (from 8 to 19) and the quantity of lectures in one semester (from 4 to 6). In
the same way, it is possible to analyze all the counterfactuals. However, analyzing each
student’s counterfactuals individually is a tedious task, and using some organization based
on metrics is a better alternative.
By simply clicking on the Feasible button, it is possible to re-sort the students and
their counterfactuals based on their feasibility. Figure 7 B2 shows the student with the most
feasible alternative, suggesting a change in Q_A_Credits_S from 12 to 17 and in GPA from
12 to 15. In the same vein, it is possible to consider counterfactuals based on Factibility, as
shown in B3 .
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Figure 7. Analyzing counterfactual explanations for Industrial Engineering: A represents selection
of students and their counterfactuals, respectively, B shows the counterfactuals, where B1 shows
random counterfactuals, B2 shows the most feasible, B3 shows the most factible, and B4 shows the
user-selected counterfactual. In addition, C shows the student distribution and D shows the impact
of the selected counterfactuals (B2–B4).

These alternatives made sense to Expert_1, but he wanted to take it one step further;
he wanted to analyze how these counterfactuals could affect specific groups. Industrial
Engineering is one of the few gender-balanced engineering programs, as can be seen in
C , and therefore Expert_1 was interested in selecting male and female groups. Expert_1
used the Table view, using the pandas queries (Gender == “M” and Gender == “F”). In
these impact analyses, Expert_1 considered the most feasible and factible counterfactuals.
He also selected one counterfactual based on his own expertise ( B4 ). The Impact view ( D )
shows the impact of each selected counterfactual. As shown in Table 3, the most feasible
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counterfactual ( D1 ) and its suggested changes achieved a reduction of 77.4% for male
dropouts, 79.3% for female dropouts, and 78.3% for total dropouts. In the same way, the
most factible counterfactual ( D2 ) reduced male dropouts by 32.2%, female dropouts by
26%, and total dropouts by 29%. Finally, Expert_1’s selected counterfactual ( D3 ) gave the
best results, reducing dropouts by 79.9% for males, 80.7% for females, and 79.9% for total
dropouts.
After the analysis, Expert_1 concluded that the Q_A_Credits_S and GPA variables
played an important role in Industrial Engineering (question (i)). Based on his experience,
these variables could be improved by supporting students in their course selections for
one semester. Expert_1 also concluded that SDA-Vis is useful for reducing dropout rates;
for instance, it could be possible to reduce dropout students by 62.4% (Table 3). Expert_1
also considered that the metrics were helpful in selecting and measuring the impact of
the counterfactual automatically for a group of students. However, he also stressed the
importance of user intervention in conducting the analysis (question (ii)).
Table 3. Impact analysis of certain counterfactuals, suggested by the tool and selected by the expert.

Most Feasible
Most Factible
User Selection
Average

D1
D2
D3

Gender == ‘M’
77.4%
32.2%
79.9%
63.2%

Gender == ‘F’
79.3%
26%
80.7%
62%

Total
78.3%
29%
79.9%
62.4%

5.2. Inter-Office Cooperation
The second case study shows how SDA-Vis can help identify specific patterns and
issues in cases where some offices should take immediate action. More specifically, a domain expert wanted to demonstrate how particular patterns influence the university’s early
semesters. Several studies show that early dropouts in university years is not conjectural.
They are influenced by several factors such as internal factors related to the student, the
lecturer, and academic tutors, and factors relating to the demographic of the student [59].
Internal factors such as perceptions of course difficulty and the motivational and persistence
level are abstract and difficult to measure. However, it is possible to consider risk factors
linked to demographics, barriers, and family conditions. In this vein, this case study aimed
to analyze the counterfactuals of different careers during the first semester of university.
To perform this analysis, domain experts considered students in the first semesters
of eight programs (four programs were not considered because they had fewer than five
dropout students in the first semester). The initial intuition was to look at the counterfactuals’ most critical variables. Figure 8 shows various students and their counterfactuals
obtained with SDA-Vis. The first column shows the Dropout Analysis dual view, while
the second column presents their respective counterfactuals represented by the Counterfactual Exploration view. For each course, in the Dropout Analysis dual view, the domain
expert selected the students and counterfactuals with the highest probability of becoming
non-dropout (top right-hand corner of each projection). In contrast, the Counterfactual
Exploration view revealed some synthetic alternatives; the variables were ordered based on
their degree of influence (from left to right).
The relations between socioeconomic factors and counterfactuals were pronounced in
the Counterfactual Exploration view. During the exploration of the most relevant characteristics, as well as some academic variables such as GPAs, there were some characteristics
that were very relevant (highlighted in dotted boxes), such as Age (green), HDI (pinkish),
Scholarship (orange), and Poverty (blue). Concerning Age, SDA-Vis suggests increasing some
values, for instance, for the first student of Business management (from 18 to 20). The age
range of full-time students enrolled in the university was 16–24. According to the experts,
in some cases, youth is linked to decisions regarding pursuing academic choices. Therefore,
these students need more encouragement from an academic tutor or suitable professional.
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Figure 8. Summary of dropout students’ analysis for eight different programs in the first semester of
the university. Some variables have a higher influence on their counterfactuals.
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Regarding HDI and poverty (relating to the origin and the residence), these variables
are directly related to the influence of parental economic support and social barriers. SDAVis suggested increasing HDI, reducing poverty, or both in most cases. According to the
domain expert, good environmental factors (higher HDI and lower poverty) significantly
decrease dropout risk, especially in the first semester. Finally, scholarships are related to
the university’s financial support. SDA-Vis suggested that it is essential to support these
students financially to avoid dropouts. In many cases, a balance exists between improving
HDI and providing a scholarship. This means improving the HDI, reducing poverty, or
providing a grant.
These analyses reinforce the conclusions that age has some significant influence on
the dropout rate [59,60], that the economic environment in the community or area can
mitigate or exacerbate the risk of dropping out [61,62], and that scholarships are essential,
especially for students with low resources [63,64]. However, some counterfactuals are not
actionable. It is impossible to immediately change a student’s socioeconomic conditions
and age. This case study shows how SDA-Vis could also help to detect problems in some
groups of students and alert offices in the university, e.g., social and psychology offices,
allowing them to take different actions.
6. Domain Experts’ Validations
After participating in the case studies, the domain experts gave us some feedback
regarding validation of the tool. The validation process was conducted by three domain experts who verified whether SDA-Vis fulfilled the analytical objectives defined in Section 3.1.
This tester team had vast experience in university assistance, and its members had worked
to detect students at risk of early dropout. First, the domain experts were trained to use the
system, and then they were asked the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Q1: Does the methodology of the SDA-Vis system help you to analyze and reduce
dropouts?
Q2: Are the findings of the SDA-Vis system relevant?
Q3: Is the SDA-Vis system more suitable for dropout reduction than the system you
use?
Q4: Is the SDA-Vis system easier to use than the current system?

For the domain experts, the counterfactual explanation model (Methodology—Q1)
was deemed an exciting and promising alternative, allowing action to be taken. One of the
experts said: The proposed system has enabled an excellent alternative solution to the challenges
we face in our daily analysis. In our current study, we lack predictive models of attrition based on
academic, social, and economic data.
To address Q2, the domain experts conducted some analytical tasks, and after their
analysis we collected their impressions. One of the experts said: Our current analysis is based
only on the semester grading of the courses (Academic Risk Alert—ARA). For instance, we analyze
only students with grades lower than 5.75 (0–20 scale). I believe that the planning of actions for all
students is essential. Moreover, the detection of specific problems could be necessary to assign an
academic tutor to analyze the student’s educational, psychological, and social situation.
Domain experts were involved in SDA-Vis’s design, and they considered that the
system does integrate dynamic and intuitive resources (Usability—Q3). The expert who
prepared the reports stated: This system makes the analysis very dynamic and easy to interpret,
even taking into account external variables. Recently, we implemented a dashboard based on QLIK
(qlik.com (accessed on 31 May 2022)) that allows identifying the ARA students automatically.
However, it is limited and hard to follow for many users (similar to Excel). Even worse, the analysis
of external factors must be done manually based on our expertise.
Finally, the domain experts considered SDA-Vis a helpful system compared to the
currently used tools (Usefulness—Q4). One of the experts stated: I consider SDA-Vis a
beneficial analytical system, and it is far advanced compared to the methodologies we currently use.
Our traditional tools are descriptive, while SDA-Vis gives us multiple interactive solutions. It could
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be essential for academic tutors, professors, and policy decision makers to apply corrective actions
and decrease student dropout rates.
As detailed, we obtained positive feedback. In addition, the experts were quite enthusiastic about SDA-Vis, as it allowed them to identify, understand, and suggest solutions to
take corrective actions.
7. Discussion and Limitations
We developed SDA-Vis considering the suggestions of the domain experts. We guided
the design based on the analytical objectives detailed in Section 3.1. However, we identified
some limitations and possibilities for future work during our construction process.
•

•

•

•

Automatic student performance prediction. We used a counterfactual explanation
to generate synthetic solutions for a dropout student. However, the domain experts
were also interested in automatically determining student performance. This analysis
can improve the quality of feedback given to students [65]. In future work, we plan
to address the analysis of secondary school grades in our research. Moreover, our
approach could also design proper vocational orientation for a particular student.
Multiple Data Sources and Scenarios. Combining different types of information
about students and their environments such as high school grades, parents’ educational level, socioeconomic level, distance to the university, and university infrastructure would be helpful for analyzing the whole scenario. Given the increasing number
of initiatives by the university authorities to provide that information, an immediate
direction for future work will be to combine different data sources to enrich the SDAVis system. Moreover, although this system was applied to the studied university, our
approach could be extended to other universities, considering different data types
and scenarios. The user can choose the model, data source, and scenario to improve
academic performance, student retention, and curriculum design. Our approach could
be versatile enough to be applied to different contexts such as loan analysis, crime
reduction, and analysis of the spread of disease.
Global approach. SDA-Vis only used the counterfactual explanations to prevent
student dropout. Although this satisfied the users’ requirements, we have discussed
constructing a global student scenario analysis system. This could be used, for instance,
to apply counterfactuals to improve the design structure of lectures, recommend
courses to students, improve a professor’s performance, and calibrate the university’s
fee. We are interested in tackling educational problems by using counterfactuals or
other mathematical and computational mechanisms in a unique integrated analytical
system, in future work.
Longitudinal analysis. Despite the experiments, case studies, and validation process
we conducted with the university’s real data set, we consider that a longitudinal study
of current students could be interesting, to address the system’s usefulness in reality.
We are interested in applying SDA-Vis’s suggested actions to current students and
analyzing the changes over time, in future analyses.

8. Conclusions
This paper introduced SDA-Vis, a visualization system tailored for student dropout
data analysis. The proposed tool uses a counterfactual-based analysis to find feasible
solutions and prevent student dropout. Enabling a counterfactual explanation analysis is
an essential trait of SDA-Vis that is not available in the current versions of tools that domain
experts use to analyze student dropout. The provided case studies showed the effectiveness
of SDA-Vis in offering actions in different scenarios. Moreover, it can bring out phenomena
that even specialists have not perceived. We presented SDA-Vis to domain experts, who
gave positive feedback about the tool and the methodology. Finally, we showed that our
proposal is a versatile and easy-to-use tool that can be applied directly in many education
scenarios such as retention and course design.
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